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Land ports' earnings rise 42pc

Income of Bangladesh's land ports increased by 42 per cent in the last financial year, reports BSS. The country's

land ports generated Tk 2.11 billion (Tk 211 crore) through export-import operation in fiscal year 2018-19 (FY '19).

The four land ports of Benapole, Burimari, Bhomra and Tamabil, out of total 23 land ports, contributed 82 per cent

to the total tally. Benapole topped the turnover list generating highest Tk 823.6 million (Tk 82.36 crore). Talking to

the news agency, Chairman of Bangladesh Land Port Authority (BLPA) Tapan Kumar Chakravorty said development

of infrastructures and expansion of services has caused the income generation to rise. "Quick load-unload of goods

and other services boosted income generation," he opined. In addition, country's economy is being strengthened

gradually which also plays a significant role of trade expansion with neighboring India, added Tapan. In fiscal year

2019-20, the BLPA has set a target of Tk 1.79 billion income.
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/land-ports-earnings-rise-42pc-1568475995

Port signature forgers let off bypassing law 

The 22 clearing and forwarding agents and importers guilty of forging signatures and stamp seals of government

officials in the past four years got away with just a slap on the wrist from the Chattogram Customs House -- raising

questions of justness. When the crime warranted revoking of licences, they were given a show-cause notice, a

maximum fine of Tk 1 lakh or licence suspension for one year. The Daily Star was recently able to reach MA

Razzaque, proprietor of Marsons & Company, one of the guilty agents. It, alongside three other agents, was found

in May to have changed the samples on their way to radiation tests and forged the signature and seal of the

customs officer who sends such samples to labs. Signature forgery is a criminal offence punishable by revoking of

licence, according to customs laws and rules. But the four agents’ licences were suspended only to be reinstated in

July by the customs licensing authority after each paid Tk 50,000 in fine. Razzaque seemed to be oblivious about

the fact that forging signature is a crime. He said one of their staff forged the signature just to “save time” as the

designated customs official was not available at that moment. He even went on to say that they did it regularly to

avail goods on time and avoid paying extra duties. The person who suspended and reinstated the licences is

Shariful Hasan, joint commissioner of customs and chairman of the licensing section.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/port-signature-forgers-let-bypassing-law-1800250
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School banking receives big response with Tk 14.94 billion deposits

School banking is gradually getting huge responses from the students across the country as deposits with the

banking accounts was nearly Tk 15 billion (Tk 1,494 crore) at the end of June 2019, reports BSS. The central bank's

latest quarterly report on financial inclusion shows that a total of over Tk 14.94 billion (Tk 1,494.40 crore) was

deposited with 19,96,030 school banking accounts at 55 scheduled banks as of June 30 this year. According to the

report, the school banking service is gaining popular fast in the cities than in the rural areas. A total of 7,71,026

school banking accounts were opened in the cities against 12,25,004 accounts in the rural areas. School banking is

also more popular among the male students than the female students as 11,38,080 school banking accounts were

opened by male students against 8,57,950 by the female ones.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/school-banking-receives-big-response-with-

tk-1494-billion-deposits-1568476088

BSEC approves 60 IPOs despite DSE’s reservations

The capital market regulator, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, under the current commission led

by chairman M Khairul Hossain has approved around 60 initial public offerings despite the Dhaka Stock Exchange

raising reservations about the IPOs. Of the IPO issuing companies, the share prices of around 20 companies later

dropped below their issue prices, DSE data showed. The current commission with M Khairul Hossain at the helm

has so far approved IPOs of around 90 companies since 2011 and the DSE raised reservations about 60 of them.

The figure gives a glimpse of how many weak companies were approved by the current commission, DSE officials

said. They said that their comments and recommendations regarding the IPOs were ignored by the regulator. The

bourse had mentioned in its observations many rules violation by the companies but the commission ignored

those, paving the way for many ‘weak’  companies entering the capital market, they said. 
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UAE business groups to invest $10.0b in Bangladesh

A number of UAE business groups are set to invest $10 billion in Bangladesh, according to the Bangladesh

Economic Forum, which will take place at Conrad Dubai Hotel in Dubai on Sunday. More than 300 government

officials, business leaders, investors and entrepreneurs will participate in the day-long international investment

conference, aimed at strengthening the flow of trade and investment between the UAE and Bangladesh, reports

BSS quoting a press release. Bangladeshis are major investors in the UAE economy where more than 50,000

businesses are owned and successfully run by Bangladeshi expatriates who employ in together more than 150,000

people. The release said PM’ Adviser for Private Industry and Investment Salman Fazlur Rahman will deliver a

keynote address at the 2nd Edition of Bangladesh Economic Forum. He is leading a 20-member government

delegation comprising of officials from Bangladesh Investment Development Authority (BIDA), Bangladesh

Economic Zones Authority (BEZA) and Bangladesh Hi-Tech Park Authority (BHTPA).

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/economy/bangladesh/uae-business-groups-to-invest-100b-in-

bangladesh-1568471933
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/marico-bd-sees-23pc-profit-growth-in-

2019-1568475013

Sanofi to leave Bangladesh 

Sanofi, the French pharmaceuticals giant, is planning to exit Bangladesh after 60 years in the country by offloading

stakes, in a massive blow to the government at a time when it is earnestly looking to attract foreign direct

investment. In a letter to the Sanofi board recently, Muin Uddin Mazumder, managing director of Sanofi

Bangladesh, and Charles Billard, chief financial officer of Sanofi India and South Asia, informed their intent to sell

their stakes in Bangladesh for strategic reasons. Billard was asked whether it was possible to change their decision

but he answered in the negative. Md Abdul Halim, secretary of the industries ministry, said the issue of proposed

winding up of Sanofi Bangladesh, a company under the Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation (BCIC), will be

discussed in a meeting soon. “Sanofi is a profitable company. An executive of a pharmaceuticals manufacturing

company who is familiar with the issue said Sanofi has been failing to compete with domestic companies as its

manufacturing capacity has not expanded for many years.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/sanofi-leave-bangladesh-1800247

Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal is going to sit with stakeholders of the stock market tomorrow to get an

understanding of the recent index fall.    In the past one month, the DSEX, the benchmark index of Dhaka Stock

Exchange (DSE), dropped 303 points before coming to a halt at 4,933.17, the lowest in 33 months. During the

period, Tk 17,838 crore of market capitalisation has been eroded. The government is also concerned about the

market fall so the minister is going to sit with the stakeholders to get to know about the reasons behind it, said a

top official of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC). He said the stock market regulator took

many steps just a few months back to revive investors’ confidence. Bangladesh Bank did so too while the

government provided budgetary support, the official added. This is the minister’s second visit. The first was on

April 21 after the index fell by over 600 points within three months. After the meeting, the BSEC brought about at

least 21 amendments to rules.

Marico BD sees 23pc profit growth in 2019

Marico Bangladesh, a fast-moving consumer goods multinational company, witnessed a steady growth in revenue

earnings and dividend payout, among others, in last five years through 'quality products". The Marico Bangladesh,

the first subsidiary of Marico Ltd, has also maintained its position as the most profitable unit of Marico's

international business, according to its latest annual report. The company posted a 23.18 per cent profit growth for

the year ended on March 31, 2019 and declared a healthy dividend payout of 650 per cent cash during the period

under review. The company witnessed a strong business performance last year driven by growth of the core

categories, launch of new products, augmenting distribution fundamentals and  accelerated capability

development, company officials said. The most successful and significant launch of 2019 was the introduction of

Marico Bangladesh range of safe baby care products in fourth quarter of the year comprising baby oil, baby lotion

and baby wash.
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Kamal to sit with stakeholders 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/kamal-sit-stakeholders-1800238
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Signing a free trade agreement with the United States will not be viable for Bangladesh if the US does not agree to

enter into such agreement only on trade in goods, trade officials said referring to a government feasibility study.

US usually does not sign FTA merely on trade in goods with any country as it prefers signing comprehensive

agreement that also includes trade in services, investment, intellectual property rights and other issues such as

transparency and corruption, they said. Bangladesh, on the other, is not in a position to comply with the terms and

conditions to be included in the comprehensive agreement due to existing ground reality on economy, governance

and other sectors, they added. Bangladesh Tariff Commission has recently conducted the study on feasibility of

signing free-trade agreement with the US amid the North American country’s reluctance to reinstate GSP

(generalised system of preferences) facility for Bangladesh. The commission has already placed the report to the

commerce ministry. The US in June 2013 suspended the GSP facility for Bangladesh on labour rights and safety

issues after the Rana Plaza building collapse on April 24 in the same year that killed over 1,100 people, mostly

garment workers, although readymade garment items were not eligible for duty-free market access to the US

under the GSP scheme.

Sunday, September 15, 2019

Truck sales down 26pc 

Daily sales of truck—a major goods carrier—fell 26 percent year-on-year in 2019 owing to bank’s liquidity crisis and

a slowdown in public expenditure since the last general elections. Some 32 units of trucks were sold daily on an

average this year, down from 43 in 2018, according to the registration record of the Bangladesh Road Transport

Authority (BRTA) and industry people.  From January to July this year, 5,693 units of truck were sold, compared to

12,663 units in the full-year of 2018. Sales of passenger and commercial cars have declined significantly in India

recently and some automakers such as Suzuki India and Mahindra & Mahindra have cut production and laid off

workers to cope with the slowdown. But local market players have ruled out the possibility of the Indian slump to

leave an impact on Bangladesh’s automobile industry. Ifad Motors, the sole agent of Indian automaker Ashok

Leyland, has 41 percent market share in Bangladesh’s automobile sector. Ahmed said the sale of commercial

vehicles depends on the existing market condition of the cement and steel sectors as well as the export and import

volumes. According to Ahmed, the sales in other major sectors have also slowed since January, affecting the sales

of trucks. “We had thought that the sale would accelerate after the election, but it has not happened,” he noted.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/truck-sales-down-26pc-1800244

FTA with US not viable: government study

http://www.newagebd.net/article/84560/fta-with-us-not-viable-government-study
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Biman’s 4th Dreamliner ‘Rajhangsha’ arrives

Water cannons spouted as the wheels of Biman Bangladesh Airlines fourth brand new Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner,

named as ‘Rajhangsha’, touched the taxiway of Hazrat Shahjalal International Airport in Dhaka on Saturday

afternoon.  “The 4th Dreamliner, last in the row, landed at HISA directly from the USA’s Seattle’s Boeing Factory at

4.39 pm,” Biman’s Manager (PR) Tasmin Akhtar said. Biman’s acting Managing Director and CEO Captain Farhat

Hasan Jamil along with other high officials received the Dreamliner at the airport after welcoming it by a water

cannon salute as the 16th aircraft to the national flag carrier, she said. It is expected that Prime Minister Sheikh

Hasina, who named all the Dreamliners, will inaugurate the 4th Boeing 787-8 at 4.00 pm on Tuesday next, Akhtar

said. A Bangladesh delegation, comprising officials of Civil Aviation and Tourism Ministry, Civil Aviation Authority,

Bangladesh (CAAB) and Biman Bangladesh Airlines, led by Biman’s board chairman Air Marshal (retd.) Muhammad

Enamul Bari received the aircraft from the Boeing Company in Seattle yesterday.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/national/bimans-4th-dreamliner-rajhangsha-arrives-

1568462411

Onion prices jump after India’s restriction on export 

Onion prices surged overnight after traders hiked rates in the wake of restriction imposed by India on shipments of

tubers to other countries to contain its domestic prices. The Indian authority slapped $850 (Tk 71,821) as minimum

export price for per tonne of onion on September 13, a move that made onion market highly volatile here as

Bangladesh meets a portion of its annual demand for the key cooking ingredient through imports for inadequate

domestic production. Retail prices of onion soared 25 percent overnight to Tk 55-Tk 70 per kilogramme yesterday

in the markets of Dhaka city, according to data of the Trading Corporation of Bangladesh, which takes into account

major markets of Dhaka city. However, some retailers at Mohammadpur Town Hall kitchen market asked for as

high as Tk 80 for one kilogramme of locally grown onions. On Friday, Mohammad Ruhul Amin, who sells onion and

other spices at the market, sold locally grown onion at Tk 60 per kg. Amin, who sold imported onions at Tk 50 per

kilogramme, asked for Tk 60 a kg yesterday.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/onion-prices-jump-after-indias-restriction-export-

1800253

Solid US retail sales calm some worries about economy

US retail sales increased more than expected in August, pointing to solid consumer spending that should continue

to support a moderate pace of economic growth. The report from the Commerce Department on Friday could

further allay financial market concerns of a recession, which have been fuelled by a year-long trade war between

the United States and China as well as slowing global growth. Still, the Federal Reserve is expected to cut interest

rates again next Wednesday to blunt some of the hit from the trade tensions on the longest economic expansion in

history. Fed chair Jerome Powell said last week he was not forecasting or expecting a recession, but reiterated the

US central bank would continue to act ‘as appropriate’ to keep the expansion, now in its 11th year, on track. The

Fed lowered borrowing costs in July for the first time since 2008. Retail sales rose 0.4 per cent last month, lifted by

spending on motor vehicles, building materials, healthcare and hobbies. 
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